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The restoration of this
rare 212 Vignale offers
a unique insight into
Ferrari’s beginnings as
a road-car manufacturer
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REFERRING TO THIS as a ‘road car’ might
be just a tad misleading. It certainly looks the
business, with all the coachbuilt Vignale artistry
that traditional Italian craftsmanship could
provide. By period GT standards, the amenities
quotient is high, too, with lots of leather and
shiny metal, plus map pockets and cargo nets,
a clock, even a heater, and neat little foldaway
knobs on the window winders that keep your
elbows bruise-free. Paraded along the elegant
pathways of stately villa gardens, the 212
Europa is as civilised as tea with the Queen.
But no matter how Enzo Ferrari referred to it,
when we drive out into the real world there’s
another, familiar and earthier side: steering like
an antique tractor’s and suspension compliance
to match, a whining semi-synchro gearbox that
suffers no fools, barely enough pedal room for
even modest feet, a cooling system not overly
fond of modern traffic – and a gutsy 2.6-litre
V12 to absolutely, positively die for. The line
separating road Ferrari from race Ferrari was
perishingly thin in those earliest days.
Which was, of course, exactly why people
bought roadgoing Ferraris then, and why those
same machines are so incredibly special now.
By 1951, Enzo hadn’t built many civilian cars –
hell, he hadn’t built many cars of any kind –
and, when he did, the difference between them
and their racing brethren was primarily how
deep the coachbuilder laid on the dazzle and
whether he granted you the hottest cams and
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carbs. Anyone looking for refinement bought
an Alfa 6C or a Delahaye; Ferraris were for
those who wanted something only an ashtray
apart from last weekend’s race winner.
The 212 Europa is a flashback to the days
when Ferrari would sell you exactly that. Like
the 166 and the 195 that preceded it, the
Tipo 212 was officially offered in Export
configuration for competition and Inter for the
highway; late-series 212 Inters even wore the
name Europa, as a nod towards a Ferrari that
really was intended strictly for road use, the
upcoming 250 Europa. But it was the roadspec, long-wheelbase 212 Inter that nonetheless
contributed one of the brand’s establishing
legends, when the works Inters took a 1-2 finish
in the 1951 Carrera Panamericana, Mexico’s
brutal, flat-out, 2000-mile car-killer.
Sales figures were accordingly healthy;
Ferrari sold about 80 of them after the car’s
1951 Brussels show debut, more than the 166
and 195 Inters combined. Mechanically, the
212 inherited the existing live-axle tubular
chassis and Colombo V12, while bodywork
assignments went to the usual suspects. The
largest share, however, was built by Vignale
(who also bodied the 1951 Carrera cars) and
the most striking and distinctive of its designs
had to be the six ‘low-roof ’ coupés constructed
on the final few units of the production run.

‘Ferraris were for
those who wanted
something only an
ashtray apart from
a race winner’
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Above
Vignale’s sumptuous leather-lined
interior was a world away from the
racing cars that were at the heart
of Enzo Ferrari’s business.

Chassis no 0267 EU was the second of those
six coupés, completed in February 1953 in
this same lush metallic green-on-black colour
scheme it wears today. It was shown that spring
at the Turin motor show and sold to French
enthusiast Jean-Louis Lafourcade, who in 1959
passed it on to a British buyer, the first of several
Brits to own 0267 over the next 18 years.
During this period it also received the seemingly
inevitable respray in Italian Racing Red.
Then, in 1977, the car crossed the Atlantic to
the Indiana home of Larry Nicklin, a founding
member of the Ferrari Club of America. Nicklin
returned 0267 EU to the original black and
green combination, and loaned it to the nearby
Auburn Cord Duesenberg Museum for display,
but never undertook the full restoration that
was rapidly becoming overdue. Instead he
garaged it in the mid-80s, where it stayed until
2011 when Nicklin, in declining health (sadly,
he died in 2015), began reducing his collection;
0267 EU was bought at auction by Bradley
Calkins and his son Buzz, of Denver, Colorado.
And so a Ferrari with impeccable motor
sport bloodlines and no racing history of its
own wound up in the hands of a hardcore
motor sport family. Brad and Buzz (aka Bradley
Calkins Jr) are both former drivers, and fought
each other in Formula Ford before Buzz
graduated to Indy Lights. He went on to an
impressive career in the Indy Racing League,
with Brad running the team, winning in 1996
the league’s inaugural event and finishing the
season tied with Scott Sharp as IRL Champion.
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Right, from top
There’s a boot, so this is clearly
a road car – although under the
bonnet there’s still a race-bred
170bhp 2.6-litre V12.

Buzz retired from Indycars in 2001, however,
and he and Brad now direct their automotive
devotion more towards classics and collecting.
‘Actually, I’ve always been into classic cars’,
Buzz says. ‘The first car I owned was a 1972
Porsche 911T, and there’s no particular pattern
or direction to the cars we buy, we just buy
them because we like them. There have been
other Porsches, and a 275 GTB, but we also
have the 1959 Watson roadster that won the
Indy 500 with Roger Ward… and we recently
bought a 1927 Rickenbacker.’
What first drew the Calkins family to 0267 is
no surprise. ‘It was primarily the styling,’ says
Buzz. ‘It’s sleek and rounded, and I think this is
one of the best-looking early Ferrari GTs – so
many of them were kind of boxy; the colours
are great, too, and we could tell it would be a
good finished product.’ That was also a key
element of the car’s other notable attraction.
Buzz and Brad were interested in a car suitable
for the higher levels of concours exhibition, and
the low-roof Vignale 212 was perfect: a rare,
distinctive, coachbuilt early Ferrari, complete
with matching numbers, that would be
welcome at any major event, anywhere.
Unfortunately, the car as purchased was
grim, cosmetically and mechanically. In
addition to the long period of static decay,
during the years when an early Ferrari was just
another old sports car it had suffered the typical
make-do repairs and parts substitutions of
expediency. It had one huge plus factor, though,
that pleased Paul Russell, of Massachusetts
restoration outfit Paul Russell and Company:
0267 had never been fully apart. ‘So everything
was there,’ Paul tells me, ‘and a lot of the original
bits were there, and as project candidates go
that was extremely significant.’
To Paul, that doesn’t mean there were no
missing switches, lamps or handles to chase
down; that’s a standard part of any job. But it
does mean that under the blob of paint slapped
on the ashtray lid when the interior was
retrimmed totally in black there was still an
invaluable sample of the first metallic green
layer, and a piece of the original carpet was
behind the heater box. ‘They hadn’t removed
the heater when they installed the Chevy
Camaro carpeting; they just cut back the
original with a razor blade.’
Access to similar cars is also a tremendous
help, and Paul was able to examine two of the
other low-roofs. While all are slightly different,
this did confirm the construction techniques
Vignale employed in struggling post-war Italy.
Some of those might now seem somewhat
peculiar; many materials, for example, were in
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short supply, so all the sheet metal screws were
the same length, and if too much protruded
after a bracket was screwed to a panel, they
simply reached behind and snipped off the
excess. Engine bays were painted by hand with
a bucket and brush.
Other details, though, were stunningly
crafted. Vignale separated bumpers and side
trims from the panels with a chromed metal
‘welting’, which was discarded (along with the
bumpers and trims) during the red respray.
These look to be made from half-round tubing
stock and quite straightforward; in reality,
they’re of complex multi-curve, oval crosssection tubing, lead-filled to affix the retailing
screws, and recreating them was anything but.
Nonetheless, the alloy bodywork itself was
remarkably sound and authentic, down to the

1952 Ferrari 212 Europa
Vignale Coupé
Engine 2562cc V12, SOHC per bank,
three Weber 36DCF carburettors
Power 170bhp @ 7000rpm Torque 152lb ft
@ 5250rpm Transmission Five-speed
manual, rear-wheel drive Steering Worm and
roller Suspension Front: double wishbones,
transverse leaf spring, Houdaille hydraulic
dampers. Rear: live axle, semi-elliptic leaf
springs, Houdaille hydraulic dampers
Brakes Drums Performance Top speed
140mph. 0-60mph 9sec (est)
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chassis numbers pencilled inside by the
Vignale craftsmen, and the only sections
replaced outright were the steel sills.
Driveline components were likewise
predominantly salvageable; extensive welding
was required to mend engine water jackets
damaged by corrosion, and new differential
internals had to be fabricated, but the gearbox
only needed bearings and seals (that gear
whine, I’m afraid, just goes with the territory,
regardless). Overall, 0267 came out of its twoyear restoration with an amazing proportion of
the parts it carried to its premier appearance in
1953 at Turin, and finished inside and out to
exactly the same appearance and standards.
‘Our philosophy of the job was basically to
build a 3D historical document about how
Vignale made these cars,’ Paul Russell says, and
both the finished car and its results back him
up. In 2015, 0267 EU won First in Class at
Cavallino Classic Sports Sunday, a Platinum
Award at the Cavallino Concorso d’Eleganza,
and Most Sensitive Restoration at the Concorso
d’Eleganza Villa d’Este.
And driving 0267 is a 3D documentation
indeed, a lesson in the early road Ferrari’s true
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personality. Which could be demanding. The
five-speed gearbox has synchromesh on the top
three, but double-declutching is mandatory
and the pedals don’t offer much assistance; the
throttle in particular is awkwardly mounted and
baulky. The single leading-shoe drum brakes
need some grunt, too, and while the steering
obviously lightens with speed, below 30mph
it’s quite a work-out.
However, once you learn to reach what Paul
calls its ‘happy place’, 0267 is direct, honest,
and very rewarding. It’s a car that both expects
and encourages a driver to up their game, and
there aren’t many of those around anymore.
For Buzz Calkins, it was equally rewarding to
return such a car to the road. ‘This was our first
thoroughbred and our first serious restoration,
but I’d definitely do it again,’ he says. ‘I
thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience.
Every car lover should do it once, regardless of
what kind of car or what kind of dollar value it
has. The process of bringing something back to
its original form is just so satisfying.’ End

Below
The second of six Vignale Ferrari
212 low-roof long-wheelbase
coupés, in suitably glamorous
surroundings at Lake Como.
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